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TOTAL ABORTIONS SINCE 1973:
62,502,904 – There are two basic sources
on abortion incidence in the United States:
The U.S. Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) and The Guttmacher Institute
(GI)—data and surveys are handled
differently by each organization. Both the
CDC and Guttmacher show significant
recent drops and sustained declines over
the last 25 years. Total abortions dropped
29.9% from 1998 to 2018 with the CDC
and fell 46.4% from 1990 to 2017 with
GI. Total abortions fell below one million
for the first time in the 2013 GI count and
have continued downward to 862,320
in the most recent GI figures for 2017.
The abortion rate for 2017 for GI was
13.5 abortions for every 1,000 women
of reproductive age (15-44), less than
half what it was in 1981 (29.3) and even
lower than when abortion was legalized in
the U.S. in 1973 (16.3). Guttmacher says
that the number of abortion “providers”
has dropped from a high of 2,918 in 1982
to 1,587 in 2017. Most of the reduction
in abortions seen between 2008 and
2017 occurred in facilities performing
a thousand or more abortions a year. A
loss of 122 such facilities from 2008 to
2017 was accompanied by a decline of
346,280 abortions, virtually all of the
drop between those years. The percentage
performed with chemical abortifacients
like mifepristone rose from 16.4% in 2008
to 39.4% in 2017. (Source: National Right
to Life; Christian Life Resources)

“Women, families, and our culture deserve
better than abortion.” Melissa Ohden,
survivor of a botched abortion
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“Our sexuality can glorify God by
demonstrating the beauty of both flourishing
and forgiveness. And the good news about
this is that every single Christian can
express the truth of at least one of those
options. If you did not follow God’s plan
for flourishing, you haven’t blown your
chance to honor and glorify God with your
body. Acknowledging where you rejected
His wisdom, accepting His forgiveness, and
living in the joy of that peace also points
others to the glory of God.” Amy K. Hall,
Stand to Reason
“The key to a Christian family living out
His love—the mutual love we can only
know because God first loved us—is Jesus.
In the Christian household where friends,
extended family members, and neighbors
come together, we love one another and
forgive one another. We do this because God
loves and forgives us through the life, death,
and resurrection of His beloved Son Jesus.”
Ron Schlegel, The Lutheran Laymen

For those who
have had an
abortion—a
Word of
Hope.
888.217.8679 • word-of-hope.org
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YOU are invited to Step Up 4 Life in 2021 through
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LFL’s first annual Walk For Life! How can you get involved?
Choose to participate in Step Up 4 Life as an individual,
team, family, congregation, school or community to raise
awareness and funds for Lutherans For Life. As you walk,
run, roll, stroll, bike or rock your way to your goal, you’ll
be actively raising awareness, funds, and enthusiasm.
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worry, you can still be involved! Become a sponsor and
supporter of our LIFE efforts through your donations,
encouragement, and prayers. Get ready to gather your
support, have some fun, and show you are 4 LIFE!
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More details coming soon!
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